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QUESTION 1

A vSAN administrator has been tasked with troubleshooting an application in a Hybrid vSAN environment. The
application is I/O intensive, and the magnetic capacity devices may be playing a role in slow performance, so the
administrator decides to take action to help resolve the problem. 

Which action should the administrator take? 

A. Change the Default Storage Policy to have stripe width of 13. 

B. Modify the stripe width for the application on the advanced settings for the VM. 

C. Add more magnetic capacity devices in the affected host. 

D. Increase the stripe width based on the number of capacity devices within the disk group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A remote location was configured with Cloud Native Storage. When the administrator put the host in maintenance mode
to perform monthly patching, the File Server Health check was triggered. 

Which action, if any, should the administrator take to resolve the issue? 

A. Click the Repair Objects Immediately button in the VMware Skyline Health Checks. 

B. Remove the host from maintenance mode, and put it back with Full Data Migration. 

C. It will resolve after 60 seconds, so no action is necessary. 

D. Modify the repair delay timer to 75. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A vSAN administrator is receiving complaints that applications are not performing as expected. The vSAN administrator
opens the vSAN cluster performance charts to try to identify the issue, but the vSAN cluster performance charts are not
available. 

Which option should vSAN administrator enable to make these charts available? 

A. vSAN Performance Diagnostics 

B. vSAN Troubleshooting Diagnostics 

C. vSAN Performance Service 

D. vSAN Troubleshooting Service 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A single capacity disk fails within a vSAN 7.0 U1 cluster running with a "compression-only" configuration enabled. The
vSAN administrator must recognize the platform impact that has occurred and take steps to correct it. 

Which action should the vSAN administrator take? 

A. The hardware failure will impact the entire disk group, so the vSAN administrator will need to remove and recreate
the disk group following the replacement of the failed storage device. 

B. The hardware failure will stop the running workloads, so the vSAN administrator will need to disable the compression-
only configuration, replace the failed capacity device, and then re-create the disk group. 

C. The hardware failure will impact all disk groups within the ESXi host, so the vSAN administrator will need to manually
remove the ESXi node from the vSAN Cluster, replace the failed capacity device, and then re-create the disk group. 

D. The hardware failure will only impact the specific capacity disk, so the vSAN administrator will need to remove and
replace the failed capacity device. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which VM file type resides in the VM home namespace object on a vSAN datastore? 

A. vmem 

B. vmx 

C. vswp 

D. vmsn 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A new vSAN Cluster with four hosts has to be designed for a single site architecture. Which design decision is correct? 

A. All the data must remain accessible even with two host failures. 

B. Configure the storage controllers to use RAID. 

C. Use block-based storage for the new vSAN cluster. 

D. Only hardware listed on the VMware Compatibility Guide will be deployed. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Which two requirements should the vSAN administrator consider in order to accomplish this goal? (Choose two.) 

A. A leaf spine topology is required for core redundancy and reduced latency. 

B. NIC teaming must be implemented for the vSAN network vmkernel port. 

C. The configuration must meet the same latency and bandwidth requirement as local vSAN. 

D. Encryption must be disabled prior to configuring HCI mesh. 

E. Either Layer 2 and Layer 3 communications can be used. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which tool should be used to identify vSAN unassociated objects? 

A. vSphere Host Client 

B. vSphere CLI 

C. vsantop 

D. PowerCLI 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A vSAN administrator of a network isolated vSAN environment wants to upgrade the environment from the vSAN 7.0 to
the vSAN 7.0 U1 using vLCM. 

Which option, if any, should be used as a depot in this case? 

A. Configure the vSphere Lifecycle Manager to download the updates from an Online Depot. 

B. It is not possible to use the vSphere Lifecycle Manager on a network isolated environment. 

C. Configure the vSphere Lifecycle Manager to download updates from a local UMDS-shared repository. 

D. Configure the vSphere Lifecycle Manager to download the updates from the VMware Depot using HTTPS. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10
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A vSAN administrator was presented with 30 additional vSAN ReadyNodes to add to an existing vSAN cluster. There is
only one administrator to complete this task. 

What is the fastest approach? 

A. Use a Host Profile that was extracted from an existing host. 

B. Clone the ESXi boot partition to all new hosts, since the hardware is identical. 

C. Run vim-cmd to capture, and apply the configuration from an existing host. 

D. Launch Quickstart to Add Hosts to a vSAN Cluster 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An Application Clustering Solution requires an in-guest attachable LUN which can be shared across two different VMs. 

Which vSAN feature can meet this requirement? 

A. vSAN Data Persistence 

B. vSAN iSCSI Target Service 

C. vSAN HCI Mesh 

D. vSAN Datastore Sharing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A vSAN administrator is deploying multiple 2-node clusters to remote branch offices. The nodes already have an old
vSphere 7.0 image, but the administrator would like to update the image and ensure consistency across all the nodes. 

The administrator configured vLCM on the first vSAN cluster and exported the image. 

Which format should the administrator choose? 

A. ISO Image 

B. TXT File 

C. ZIP File 

D. JSON File 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13
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A vSAN administrator is looking at adding a new vSAN cluster with hosts that have 512GB memory. What is the
minimum requirement for the node\\'s flash boot device? 

A. 16GB 

B. 128GB 

C. 32GB 

D. 4GB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

When attempting to add a directly attached disk device to a host disk group, the intended disk does not show among the
available devices in disk management. 

Which action should be taken? 

A. Delete all device partitions 

B. Create a 1GB metadata partition 

C. Format the existing partition 

D. Create a VMFS partition 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

After a server power failure, the administrator noticed the scheduled resyncing in the cluster monitor displays objects to
be resynchronized under the pending category. 

What are these objects in this category? 

A. These objects belong to virtual machines, which are powered off. 

B. Object resynchronization must be started manually. 

C. There are too may objects to be synchronized. 

D. The delay timer has not expired. 

Correct Answer: B 
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